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Survivors Malta
Health & Hospitality
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Brief Description of the Entity

Survivors Malta is an NGO initiating and instigating projects to help boost the morale of
families facing trauma. The promoters were to discover along their journey that Survivors
meeting Survivors is simply the best medicine ever.
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Service
Duration of the service

1 year

Service used write up

The Jobsplus funding supported the setting up of the Jacob's Brew in Marsascala, providing
financial contribution for the employment of a disable person.
Not just a coffee shop, but Malta's very first Social Enterprise. A percentage of the revenue
of the coffee shop is donated to the owners' NGO Survivors Malta whereby funds collected
are used to initiate projects to help families facing trauma. Projects such as JACOB’S
COFFEE RUN; delivering free sandwiches and coffees to the families in the ITU waiting area
at Mater Dei Hospital and the REUNITED PET CABIN; a designated room built on the
grounds of the Hospital where pet visitation and pet therapy are made possible.
Jacob's Brew is based on the Pay It Forward concept. To explain PAY IT FORWARD in a
nutshell, it is when you repay a kind deed done to you by doing a kind deed to somebody
else in return. At Jacob’s Brew they adopt this concept. It is a coffee shop open to all, but
with a difference. By simply choosing to be a customer at Jacob’s Brew, the customer is
automatically paying it forward to families facing hardship in two ways:
- When the client pays the bill (no extra charges), we stamp the receipt with our PAY IT
FORWARD stamp. The client has the opportunity to pass this receipt on to a family that
he/she feels may need support.
- When they come to our coffee shop and give us the stamped receipt, we offer them a free
pot of coffee or tea and support!
An added bonus is that at Jacob's Brew a room has been designated at the back of the
shop; a meeting hub where Survivors may meet for one on one support and group
meetings/get togethers. Jacob's Brew also supports other NGO’s and local entities who are
welcome to hold their activities and meetings on the premises.
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